1. MENTION OF OVSEPYaN.

2. ANTI-SOVET LETTERS WRITTEN BY GRULIO.

From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No.: 723

19 May 1944

Your No. 2124[1]. GRANDPAPA [DEDUSHKA][11] has twice recommended me to meet OVSEPYaN. Do you approve?

No. 392

MAY [MJJ][111]

G. V. LRYMAN [K. VALERIST][iv] has advised [the following][a]:

The representative of RUR in SMYRNA [SMIRNA][vi] GRULIO recently wrote here [B a number] of anti-Soviet [B letters] which RUR keeps [B as] "Top Secret". Surveillance should be established on [B GRULIO's] correspondence and [2 groups he should be unrecovered]. [Accessed OFORMLYAT].

No. 393

MAY

[T.N. and Comments overleaf]
T.N. [a] Inserted by the translator.
Comments: [i] Not available.

[i] DEDUSHKA: Evgenij Dmitrievich KISELEV, Soviet Consul-General in NEW YORK.

[ii] MLJ: Pavel Ivanovich FEDOSIMOY.

[iii] K.V.LERIST: Sergej Nikolayovitch KURNIKOV.

[v] RUR—probably a covername. Unidentified. Note that this could be used for the German RUHR. Compare the last sentence of NEW YORK's external serial no. 748 of 26th May 1944 [S/NB/T453] in which there is another mention of RUR.

[vi] SMIRNA: MOSCOW.